Abstract -In this paper, we describe recent work on plasma shape and position control at DIII-D. This control consists of two equally challenging problems -the problem of identifying what the plasma actually looks like in real time, i.e. measuring the parameters to be controlled, and the task of determining the feedback algorithm which best controls these plasma parameters in a multiple input-output system. Recent implementation of the EFIT plasma equilibrium reconstruction algorithm in real time codewhich produces a new equilibrium estimate every 1.5 ms seems to solve the longstanding problem of obtaining sufficiently accurate plasma shape and position estimation. Stabilization of the open-loop unstable vertical motion is also viewed as a solved problem. The primary remaining problem appears to be how best to command the power supplies to achieve a desired shaping control response. We will describe our effort to understand and apply linearized models of plasma evolution to development and implementation of multivariable plasma controllers.
I. INTRODUCTION
A recent change of control methodology at DIU-D has been the transition from so-called "gap control" [ 11 to "isoflux" control [2] which exploits the capability of the new real time EFIT algorithm to calculate magnetic flux at specified locations within the tokamak vessel. Fig. 1 illustrates a lower single null plasma which was controlled using the new isoflux control. Real time EFIT can calculate very accurately the value of flux in the vicinity of the plasma boundary. Thus, the controlled parameters are the values of flux at prespecified control points along with the X-point r and z position. By requiring that the flux at each control point be equal to the same constant value, the control forces the same flux contour to pass through all of these control points. By choosing this constant value equal to the flux at the X-point, this flux contour must be the last closed flux surface or separatrix. The desired separatrix location is specified by selecting one of a large number of control points along each of several control segments (Fig. 1 ). An X-point control grid is used to assist in calculating the X-point location by providing detailed flux and field information at a number of closely spaced points in the vicinity of thc X-point.
DIII-D CONTROLMODELS
To develop a multivariable controller for poloidal shaping, it is necessary to develop and validate a model of the system(s) to be controlled. Models of these systems include a highly nonlinear plasma, a large but linear set of circuit equations defining shaping currents as a function of applied voltage, and shaping power supplies which also require highly nonlinear models.
Knowledge of DIII-D conductor resistances and mutual inductances are used to construct the circuit model We wish to find simple, generally applicable models to reduce the complexity of a resulting control system. In particular, we would like to avoid gain scheduling a large number of high degree controllers in a single plasma discharge. The least complex option would be if we were able to design controllers without reference to a plasma model. Failing that, crude models which were appropriate over many different plasmas would be preferred.
- ( The first plasma model we consider here is a crude one degree of freedom approximation in which plasma current is concentrated in a single filament at the plasma current centroid and only rigid radial plasma motion is allowed. We also consider below a single filament model allowing both radial (r) and vertical (z) rigid motion. One comparison we can make with the no-plasma-model case is the following: each linearized model describing the response y of flux at control points and field at the X-point is given by a state space description of the form dI/dt=AI+BV, y=CI+DV, with the comparison where the "rrig" subscript indicates that the system includes effects due to the rigid radial plasma, "nopl" indicates it does not. Here AC models the change in flux and field from motion of the plasma current filament which is due to changes in conductor current. Note that the dynamics of the current evolution in the external conductors will likely not be much different with or without a "rigid radial" plasma present. The flux and field response to conductor currents is significantly different, however.
Thus one key test of a good plasma response model is accuracy with which we can predict flux and field changes due to changes in conductor currents. To this end, an experiment was conducted in which one coil at a time was stepped by a few hundred Amperes from the equilibrium current value. All other coil currents were held constant. Because of hardware constraints imposed on the relationship between coil currents, they were not constant but were relatively smaller than the chosen coil. The single filament "rigid r," "rigid r and z," and vacuum (no-plasma) models were used for comparison. For purposes of isoflux control, we want to be able to predict changes in flux at control points and changes in the X-point location due to changes in F-coil currents. Fig. 2 shows some sample results. The vacuum model produces much less variability than the plasma models and thus appears constant.
We are also interested in the accuracy of simple models in prediction of the plasma growth rate for the unstable vertical motion, although this is not as important as the flux and X-point prediction because we already have a satisfactory vertical position stabilizing controller [4] . Fig. 3 shows a comparison of growth rate versus error in predicted growth rate for a number of shots on the same experimental day. The model used for comparison here was a multi-filament rigid z only plasma. Growth Rate (radlsec) Fig. 3 . Scatter plot of growth rate versus error in growth rate prediction.
I11 MULTIVARIABLE CONTROL DESIGN -Linear Voltaae controller demand
Current work which seeks to exploit the new real time equilibrium reconstruction capability and the "isoflux" control approach is the development of true multivariable controllers which can account for the many dependencies of flux at various locations on currents in shaping coils. Our initial work on this problem attempts to understand through simulations the impact of the choice of models on development and implementation of controllers for DIII-D.
Power (perturbed from supplies volts$ DllCD equilibrium) (Voltage and limiting) plasma
The first plasma model used in our simulations was the rigid radial plasma described above. We chose to use the normalized coprime factorization (NCF) [5] design technique to design controllers and to test them in a closed loop mixed linearhonlinear plasma simulation, shown in Fig. 4 . It uses a linearized plant to evolve coil and vessel currents, followed by a nonlinear algorithm which performs the following computations: (1) calculate Br and B, error at the X-point, (2) estimate X-point location and flux at X-point using the same algorithm as in the real time code, (3) compute flux at specified control points. Control of the X-point location in DIII-D experiments using the isoflux technique has been done by feeding back the X-point r and z errors directly to a controller. The simulation on the other hand computes a field error (AB,, hB,) from the X-point error (Ar, Az) as follows: and attempts to drive that error to 0. Here, partials are estimated from field values on the X-point grid (Fig. 1) . The flux errors (flux at control points minus calculated X-point flux), ABr and ABz at the X-point, and the F-coil currents are fed back to the controller which calculates a voltage demand for the shape control power supplies.
Plasma shape controllers were designed with a plant model which assumed that the fludfield at all points on a control segment (and over the X-point grid) in response to a given conductor current is equal to the average over the segment (grid) of the true responses to that current. This appears to be a reasonable approximation for flux responses, since vacuum flux always increases with increasing current, i.e. the sign of the response remains constant. (Not always true with plasma present however.) However, for certain F-coils, the direction of change in vacuum field at a grid point with increasing current depends on which point on the grid is being measured. The effect of this difference in sign is that the same change in the current in coil FSB (Fig. l) , for example, will sometimes push the X-point to the right and sometimes to the left, depending on where the X-point is initially. In these cases, the model response was artificially set to 0.
Several controllers were designed and tested in simulation. Those controllers which were designed with knowledge of the plasma model all provided robust closed loop stability and traded off such quantities as response time, voltages used, coil current excursions, and stability robustness as measured by the NCF robustness parameter E. An example is shown in Fig. 5 . Note that X-point control has been emphasized at the expense of boundary control because of the impact in DIII-D of the strike point location on the ability to perform certain physics studies. X-point weights also included integral gain to avoid long term offsets in X-point position control.
While voltages remained well below their limits, we see that coil currents are moving to a significantly different equilibrium; in some cases currents are larger. In the controller used, integral gain was intentionally not used for the control point fluxes because of the desire to maintain lower equilibrium F-coil currents by allowing long term offsets in flux at the control points.
Several attempts were also made to design a controller using only the conductors model without the plasma response which would provide "reasonable" control of the crude plasma we are using. All such controllers were very robustly closed loop stable (as measured by E) for the plasmaless system, but most destabilized the initially stable plasma-included plant in simulation. After many iterations, a controller was obtained which gave closed loop stability and performed comparably to the "plasma-model" designed controller. Note however that each design iteration required running the simulation (which includes a plasma model) to see that it worked. Thus we cannot say the controller was developed completely independent of a plasma model. A second simulation used the rigid r and z plasma model whose validation was discussed above. Because this plasma is unstable, the DIII-D analog vertical position control algorithm was implemented in the simulation as a seperate control loop to stabilize the system before application of the shaping control. The controller designed using only the rigid r plasma model was used to control the rigid r and z plasma system. Results are similar to those shown in Fig. 5 except for a small oscillation in all signals throughout the simulation; this oscillation is driven by the vertical position control loop and is not yet well understood.
IV. SUMMARY
In this paper, we have shown comparisons of predictions from both linearized single filament plasma models and the DIII-D vacuum model versus experimental data. These preliminary results indicate that the dynamics of .the plasmdtokamaksystem (coil and conductor current evolution) are rather insensitive to the plasma model used, while static system responses require some form of plasma model. We have seen that single filament models can provide some capability for prediction of static control parameters, but are not sufficiently accurate for control design. In particular, we have described attempts to design a plasma controller using only knowledge of the vacuum flux and field response. Although a working controller was obtained, it required many "trial-and-error'' iterations before it could successfully control a plasma in simulation. This is in contrast to the ease with which a controller was designed when an accurate model of the simulated plasma was available. Multifilament models were found to provide a sufficiently accurate estimate of vertical growth rate, provided external conductors were adequately modeled. The focus of further work will be on extending the single filament plasma model to multifilament models to determine whether adequate predictive capability for shape control can be obtained .using only these simple modeling techniques.
